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This book is for cross-functional teams working in an iterative delivery environment, planning with

user stories and testing frequently changing software under tough time pressure. This book will help

you test your software better, easier and faster. Many of these ideas also help teams engage their

business stakeholders better in defining key expectations and improve the quality of their software

products.
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Theyâ€™ve done it again. Gojko Adzic, David Evans and, in this book, Tom Roden has written

another 50 quick ideas book. And this one is equally good as the previous book on user stories. If

not even better. This is my review after reading the book in the worst possible manner. Iâ€™ll tell

you why. But even doing so I got so much out of this book and my tool belt expanded significantly.I

really like the approach of these short, focus, one-topic books, starting with Gojoks book on impact

mapping. They donâ€™t promise to be deep dives and total coverage but rather to give you ideas

(wellâ€¦ thatâ€™s in the title even), be challenged and investigate further.In this book, on testing,

they have divided the ideas into 4 groups, brushing on different aspects of testing:- Generating test

ideas- Designing good checks- Improving testability- Managing large test suitesOne of the things

that struck me is how far (agile) testing have progress during my relative short period interested in

the field. This is a very sober and concrete look at the new breed of testers that want to be part in

design, that takes failed tests as an opportunity to learn. We have sections on measuring test half



times (how often do test change) in order to focus our testing efforts, thereâ€™s suggestions for how

to involve and inform business users directly in creation of key examples etc. This is not your fathers

testing and I like it!I have a confession to make: Iâ€™m not really into testing. Iâ€™m a developer

and very fascinated by agile testing but the early parts of this book touch more on organizations of

test efforts and exploratory testing planning etc. Thatâ€™s not my thing really. I read those parts

faster.

The first thing I noticed when I opened the book to the Table of Contents is the great organization

starting with generating testing ideas, which is different than the second section on designing good

checks. Because these are separate sections, it delineates the difference between the two

concepts.Generating testing ideas is about exploring what you need or want to get a shared

understanding by the whole team. I particularly like the "Emotional Heuristics" â€“ I find that business

people can relate to these ideas very well. Another idea that appealed to me was "Documenting

Trust Boundaries" for dependencies. So many thoughts I have used in the past have been given a

name which will help me to describe to others â€“ for example: "Donâ€™t Let the Pen be the

Bottleneck" during a collaborative workshop is something I've been saying in my training for years,

just not as succinctly.The designing good checks section is really about extracting great examples

from the business users, and there are many useful tips to help. A couple of my favourites are using

the "Given, When, Then" format correctly and "Donâ€™t Automate Manual Tests".The third section

â€“ Improving Testability â€“ is what you really want to get your programmers reading. There are

some basic things that can help get your application testable â€“ not only for automation, but also for

exploratory testing.The last section is on Managing Large Test Suites, and this section might be the

most important of all for me. I get asked on a regular basis about this subject, so now I have some

great ideas to share and a place to refer teams to for more thoughts. There are too many good

concepts for me to call out one or two.
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